Hall D Site Cleared
Hall D Counting House Structural Steel and Roof Decking in Progress
Shielding Blocks for the Electron Beam Dump
Tagger Area Looking Upstream of Beamline - Retaining Wall “A” on the Right
Two Intermediate Axial Layers of Straws
Photon Beam Pipe Supports with Tagger Area, Electron Beam Dump & Service Building
Stacking the First Layer of Scintillator Bars
Tunnel Extension
Taggart Area—Rough In Electrical and Mechanical Utilities
Hall D SC Solenoid Magnet Coils and Yoke Steel Being Staged in Hall D
Hall D Tagger Area Truck-Ramp and Backfill Over Tagger Area Roof
CHL First Stage Compressors
Hall D Solenoid and Upstream Platform
Upper Cold Box
Upper coldbox being lifted off transport trailer and positioned at CHL.

Lower coldbox in-place in CHL